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A dominant view in the learning and memory literature states that a subset of anatomically related structures
within themedial temporal lobe (MTL), including the hippocampus, entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocam-
pal cortices, forms a functionally related system specialized for declarative memory but not for perception.
However, recent reports challenge this view, suggesting instead that the medial temporal lobe is not only
important for memory, but also critical for certain forms of perception. In this review, I argue that little or
no conclusive evidence currently exists to support the latter view. Experimental studies that have examined
the perceptual functions of the MTL in monkeys are inconclusive because they fail to isolate perceptual from
mnemonic task demands. Evaluation of conflicting results from studies in human amnesic patients suggests
that extraneous damage to extra-MTL areas may underlie the reported perceptual deficits in the group of
amnesic patients at the heart of this debate. See the related Review from Baxter, ‘‘Involvement of Medial
Temporal Lobe Structures in Memory and Perception,’’ in this issue of Neuron.involved in visual object perception in situations where there
are high amounts of feature ambiguity (Buckley and Gaffan,
2006; Bussey and Saksida, 2005) and that the hippocampus is
involved in the perceptual processing of visual scenes (Lee
et al., 2005c). Here, I evaluate the evidence that has been pre-
sented in support of the idea that the MTL is important for
perception and ask if these findings pose a serious challenge
to the MTLMS hypothesis. I argue that little or no convincing
evidence currently exists in favor of role of the MTL in percep-
tion. Before addressing the findings, I briefly review the
evidence that originally established the concept of a medial
temporal lobe memory system specialized for declarative
memory and not for perception.
Evidence for a Medial Temporal Lobe Memory System
The landmark study in 1957 by Scoville and Milner (Scoville and
Milner, 1957) first identified the critical role of the medial
temporal lobe in memory function. Patient H.M., the most exten-
sively studied of the original ten patients in this report, sustained
a large bilateral resection of the medial temporal lobe andIntroduction
Strong and convergent evidence supports the view that a subset
of structures of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), including the
hippocampus and surrounding entorhinal, perirhinal, and para-
hippocampal cortices, form a system of structures that underlie
our ability to learn and retain declarative memory for facts,
events, and relationships (Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; Squire
and Zola-Morgan, 1991). These structures have been consid-
ered to constitute a medial temporal lobe memory ‘‘system’’
specialized for declarative/relational learning and memory and
not involved in perception, often referred to as the medial
temporal lobe memory system (MTLMS) hypothesis. While this
view of medial temporal lobe function is widely accepted,
results from a growing body of recent reports suggest that the
medial temporal lobe is not exclusively involved in declarative/
relational memory but may also play a critical role in certain
forms of high-level perception, a view often referred to as the
perceptual-mnemonic hypothesis of MTL function (Bussey
and Saksida, 2007; Lee et al., 2005a; Murray and Wise, 2004).
Specifically, it has been proposed that the perirhinal cortex isNeuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 657
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Subsequent studies of patient H.M. and many other amnesic
patients have shown that the memory impairment following
damage to the medial temporal lobe is severe, long-lasting, and
limited to only certain forms of memory (i.e., declarative memory
for facts and events), while a wide range of other forms of nonde-
clarative memory (e.g., motor skill learning, perceptual priming,
emotional memory) remain intact (Cave and Squire, 1992; Levy
et al., 2004; Manns and Squire, 2001; Squire et al., 2004). Except
for one recently described patient population discussed in detail
below (Lee et al., 2005b, 2005c), a large body of neuropsycholog-
ical studies have failed to find perceptual impairment in amnesic
patients with MTL damage (see Lee et al., 2005a, for review).
Following the description of patient H.M., the development of
an animal model of human amnesia in monkeys confirmed the
pattern of severely impaired memory ability together with spared
perceptual ability following bilateral damage to the MTL. Mishkin
(1978) was the first to show that bilateral lesions of the medial
temporal lobe that included the hippocampus, the amygdala,
and some of the surrounding cortical tissue, made to resemble
the damage sustained by patient H.M., produced a profound
deficit on the delayed nonmatching-to-sample task. In this now
widely used task of recognition memory, animals are first shown
either a single sample stimulus or a series of sample stimuli, each
of which are rewarded. After a variable delay interval, animals are
presented witha samplestimulus and a novel stimulus. Theymust
learn to choose the novel or ‘‘nonmatching’’ stimulus to receive
a reward (Figure 1A). Mishkin showed that monkeys with large
medial temporal lobe lesions performed well at short delay inter-
vals, consistent with the idea that perceptual functions were
spared, but exhibited increasingly severe impairments as the
delay between the sample and the test was increased or made
more difficult with increasing levels of interference, emphasizing
the delay-dependent nature of the memory impairment (Fig-
Figure 1. Delayed Nonmatching-to-Sample
Task
(A) Schematic representation of the delayed non-
matching-to-sample task. In this task, a sample
stimulus is presented and reward is given for
displacement of that object. Following a variable
delay interval, the same sample stimulus and
a novel test stimulus are then presented, and the
animal must learn to displace the ‘‘nonmatching’’
test time for reward.
(B) Behavioral data taken from Zola-Morgan et al.
(1989b) showing the performance of monkeys with
large MTL lesions (H+A+ group) and control (C)
animals on the DNMS task. H+A+ animals perform
well at short delay intervals, indicating spared
perceptual functions, but develop a severe impair-
ment at increasingly longer delay interval, indica-
tive of selective memory impairment.
ure 1B). This general pattern of spared
perceptual functions and impaired
memory has been replicated not only in
monkeys with large medial temporal lobe
lesions (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985),
but also following more selective MTL
damage targeting the perirhinal plus
entorhinal cortex (Meunier et al., 1993), selective damage to the
perirhinal cortex (Meunier et al., 1993), or selective damage to the
hippocampus (Alvarez et al., 1995; Beason-Held et al., 1999;
Nemanic et al., 2004; Zola et al., 2000; Zola-Morgan et al.,
1992). Detailed neuroanatomical studies defining the boundaries
(Amaral et al., 1987; Suzuki and Amaral, 2003) and connections
(Insausti et al., 1987a, 1987b; Lavenex et al., 2002, 2004; Suzuki
and Amaral, 1994a, 1994b) of theseMTL areas in monkeys helped
further clarify their contributions to memory.
Thus, the findings from human neuropsychological studies
together with lesion and neuroanatomical studies in animal
model systems have led to the influential view that the hippo-
campus and surrounding entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippo-
campal cortices form a system of interconnected brain areas
critical for learning and memory for facts, events, and relation-
ships (i.e., declarative/relational learning and memory). Exam-
ples of MTL-dependent cognitive functions include associative
learning, associative memory, recognition memory over longer
delay intervals, and recollection. This idea is generally referred
to as the medial temporal lobe memory system (MTLMS) hypoth-
esis. This hypothesis also states that these MTL structures are
not necessary for the online perceptual processing of sensory
information, including processing of specific features of sensory
stimuli, the identification of sensory stimuli as unique or being
able to perceptually differentiate between stimuli. More specifi-
cally, the MTLMS hypothesis posits that high-order sensory
information from widespread sensory and association areas of
the brain projects to the medial temporal lobe (Insausti et al.,
1987a; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a) where it is associated
together or retained in the service of declarative/relational
learning and memory. However, the MTL does not provide addi-
tional perceptual processing of this sensory information. Thus,
while responses to highly complex sensory stimuli may be seen
in the perirhinal cortex, these responses should be no more658 Neuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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order sensory association areas that project to the perirhinal
cortex. In contrast to the MTLMS hypothesis, the perceptual-
mnemonic view of the medial temporal lobe suggests that, in
addition to its declarative/relational memory functions, the MTL
is also uniquely involved in certain high-level forms of perception.
This view predicts that unique perceptual functions of certain
categories of sensory information are subserved by the MTL
(Bussey and Saksida, 2002, 2005). This view also predicts that,
in addition to its striking mnemonic signals, one should find
unique and highly complex sensory responses in the MTL that
are not simply fed forward from earlier visual areas.
In the following sections, I review the findings from both lesion
studies in animal model systems as well as from human neuro-
psychological studies that have examined the role of the MTL
in perception. I argue that those studies that claim to see percep-
tual deficits following MTL lesions in humans or monkeys either
have confounded impairment in MTL-dependent learning or
memory requirements with impairments in perception or have
not adequately specified the extent of the lesion present. I also
describe findings from neurophysiological studies in both the
MTL and area TE that support key predictions of the MTLMS
view but not the perceptual-mnemonic view of MTL function.
Do Perirhinal Lesions in Monkeys Cause Visual
Perceptual Deficits?
In one of the earliest studies suggesting that the medial temporal
lobe may be involved in perception, Eacott et al. (1994) tested
monkeys with bilateral lesions of the entorhinal and perirhinal
cortex at both a 0 s delay and in a simultaneous matching condi-
tion using a visual object delayed nonmatching-to-sample task
with both large and small stimulus sets. The stimuli consisted
of two overlapping ASCII characters of different sizes and
colors. They reported that the perirhinal-entorhinal lesion group
exhibited a significant impairment when the scores for the 0 s
and simultaneous matching conditions for two of the three tasks
with large stimulus sets were averaged together. The interpreta-
tion of these findings was that the perirhinal cortex and possibly
the entorhinal cortex contribute to perceptual identification when
stimulus discriminability is made more challenging, in this case
with large stimulus sets in which the individual stimuli contained
overlapping elements. However, the strength of this finding was
brought into question when it was later reported that for one of
the tasks whose scores were averaged and for a second testing
of this same task that was not included in the average, there was
no significant difference between the performance of the lesion
and control populations on the 0 s and simultaneous matching
conditions (Buffalo et al., 2000). Thus, the interpretation of this
key early study remains controversial.
Since the original report by Eacott et al. (1994), numerous
subsequent studies have examined the possible perceptual
functions of the perirhinal cortex in monkeys. A common strategy
has been to measure the performance of monkeys with perirhinal
lesions on various tasks of visual discrimination learning.
However, critics of these studies highlight how difficult it is to
clearly test perceptual performance in animals without engaging
memory. Several studies have reported spared discrimination
learning on tasks requiring simple ‘‘elemental’’ discriminations(i.e., discriminations that can be done based on differences in
a single feature) but impairments on discriminations that involve
stimuli with high feature ambiguity requiring more complex
‘‘object’’ level discriminability (Buckley and Gaffan, 1998; Bussey
et al., 2002, 2003). These findings have been taken by some as
evidence for a role of the perirhinal cortex in certain types of
perception. However, others have argued that, because the
dependent measures in these studies are ones of discrimination
learning over multiple trials, these studies simply cannot disam-
biguate a perceptual deficit from a deficit in learning or memory
abilities (Hampton, 2005; Hampton and Murray, 2002; Squire
et al., 2006). While an exhaustive review of this lesion literature
is beyond the scope of this article (for detailed review of both
sides of this debate see Buckley and Gaffan, 2006; Hampton,
2005), in the following paragraphs I specify why the impairments
following damage to the perirhinal cortex in monkeys that have
been characterized as a perceptual impairments are likely to be
due to declarative/relational learning or memory impairments
instead. This discussion will focus on two key reports that have
often been cited as convincing demonstrations of the perceptual
functions of the perirhinal cortex as well as a third report dis-
cussed in detail by Baxter (2009).
In an attempt to modulate selectively the perceptual demands
of a task while keeping memory demand unchanged, Buckley
et al. (2001) developed an ‘‘oddity’’ discrimination task. Animals
were shown a succession of stimulus arrays that always included
one odd stimulus. They learned to identify the odd stimulus for
reward. Buckley et al. (2001) reported that monkeys with perirhi-
nal lesions did not differ from controls when the oddity tasks
required discriminations between simple or moderately complex
features (i.e., shape, color, or individual faces), but monkeys were
impaired when the discriminations involved complex features
including overlapping elements. Because the deficits were
specific to the problems requiring more complex object-level
discriminations, the authors argued that the impairment could
not be attributed to a general learning deficit but suggested that
instead the perirhinal cortex must be involved in certain higher-
level perceptual functions. This interpretation assumes that
monkeys approached these novel oddity discrimination learning
problems as pure perceptual discriminations with no requirement
for learning or memory. Yet closer examination of the experi-
mental procedures suggest that impairments in both associative
learning as well as long-term memory could have contributed to
the discrimination learning deficits observed (see also Hampton,
2005, for a thoughtful discussion of this point). For example, peri-
rhinal-lesioned animals were impaired on a difficult monkey face
oddity task where three different views of the same monkey face
were shown together with a single view of a different face (Fig-
ure 2A). The views were taken from a pool of 15 different pictures
consisting of three views from each of five different monkeys. To
successfully identify the odd stimulus in this task, animals needed
to associate the different views of the same face as one. Thus,
animals with perirhinal lesions may have been impaired not
because of difficulties with visual perception, but because of
impairment invisualassociative learning. Indeed,strongevidence
supports the idea that the perirhinal cortex is critical for the ability
to associate visual stimuli together in memory (Messinger et al.,
2001; Murray et al., 1993; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991).Neuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 659
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animals were exposed to the 15 different monkey face views in
an earlier discrimination learning task. Accordingly, control
animals, but not perirhinal-lesioned animals, might have
benefited from an accruing long-term memory for the individual
monkey face images that would have allowed them to start asso-
ciating the different views of the same face together in memory
even before the difficult version of the task began. Similar argu-
ments can be made for the human face oddity task and the
object oddity task used in the same study. Buckley and Gaffan
(2006) argue that an associative learning deficit cannot explain
the impairment found on the scene oddity task where three
copies of the same scene were shown together with a different
scene (Figure 2B). However, because only ten such scenes
were used, a stronger long-term memory for the identity of the
individual scenes could have helped the control group relative
to the perirhinal lesion group by allowing them to recognize
and differentiate the individual scenes more quickly across trials.
Thus, by this view, impaired associative learning or long-term
memory for individual scenes rather than impaired visual percep-
tion could have contributed to all the deficits reported for the
perirhinal-lesioned group in Buckley et al. (2001).
Bussey et al. (2003) used a different strategy to try to manipu-
late perceptual difficulty without taxing memory. In this experi-
Figure 2. Oddity Discrimination Task
(A) Illustration of the monkey face oddity task. In this more difficult version of
the task, three different views of the same monkey face are shown together
with an odd individual’s face, and the animal must identify the odd individual
for reward. The face pictured in the top right corner is the odd face.
(B) Illustration of the scene oddity task in which three copies of the same scene
are shown together with an odd scene, and the animal must identify the odd
scene for reward. The scene in the lower left corner is the odd scene. Taken
from Buckley et al. (2001), courtesy of Journal of Neuroscience.660 Neuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.ment, control and perirhinal-lesioned monkeys first learned
a simple visual discrimination until they performed well. As
expected, there was no impairment in the learning of this easy
discrimination problem. The monkeys were then tested on the
same stimulus pair but with the discriminations now made more
difficult by using a morphing program to increase the feature
overlap between the two original items. Perirhinal-lesioned
animals were significantly impaired at identifying the correct stim-
ulus in the ‘‘high feature overlap’’ version of the task. The authors
concluded that the deficit is indicative of a significant contribution
of the perirhinal cortex to perception. However, as the authors
themselves point out (Bussey et al., 2006), to perform this task
animals must compare the high feature overlap stimulus to the
original target stimulus held in memory. Despite the fact that
the perirhinal-lesioned animals learned the simple discrimination
task normally, a poor long-term memory of the more complex
target images could have impaired the performance of the perirhi-
nal-lesioned group in the absence of a perceptual impairment.
According to this interpretation, the performance of control
animals even on the first few trials of the more difficult discrimina-
tion would surpass the performance of perirhinal-lesioned
animals, not because of the superior perceptual abilities of the
controls but because they bring a better long-term memory of
the target items to their performance of the task.
Baxter (2009) comments on a different study by Bussey et al.
(2002) in which the latter group tested monkeys with perirhinal
lesions on discrimination learning problems with either low, inter-
mediate, or high levels of feature ambiguity. Impairment was
observed in perirhinal-lesioned animals only for learning the
stimuli with high feature ambiguity. Baxter (2009) argues that
given the demands on learning and memory were consistent
across the three different learning conditions tested, it is is diffi-
cult to attribute any observed deficits to impaired learning or
memory per se and therefore these findings support the idea
that the perirhinal cortex is involved in perception of stimuli
with high amounts of feature overlap. An argument against this
interpretation is that in the context of a discrimination learning
task where learning is measured over multiple trials, using items
with high levels of stimulus overlap may increase the memory
demand of this task disproportionately more than the same
discrimination tested with simple, easy to discriminate stimuli.
This is because learning discriminations between two items
with high feature overlap likely requires higher levels of both
learning and memory for the detailed object and/or spatial
features of the correct item that must be retained over multiple
learning trials in order to effectively discriminate the correct
item from its foil. The same learning/memory demand is much
reduced when simple, easy to discriminate stimuli are used.
For these reasons, the impairments of the perirhinal-lesioned
group in Bussey et al. (2002) can be best understood as
a memory impairment rather than a perceptual impairment.
Two studies that reported no evidence of perceptual deficits
following perirhinal lesions in monkeys also deserve mention.
Hampton and Murray (2002) trained control and perirhinal-
lesioned monkeys on a visual discrimination task until they per-
formed well. They then tested perceptual generalization by
presenting a small number of nonrewarded probe trials in which
the target stimuli had been modified in various ways (i.e., rotated,
Neuron
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nal damage was found in this task. However, this report has been
criticized because the stimulus manipulations involved two-
dimensional object transformations that did not involve substan-
tial feature overlap, thought to be most sensitive to perirhinal
damage (Buckley and Gaffan, 2006). This same criticism,
however, does not apply to a study by Buffalo et al. (2000), who
examined the effects of bilateral lesions limited to the perirhinal
cortex on the performance of a delayed nonmatching-to-sample
task with very short delay intervals (0.5 s). Like Eacott et al. (1994),
the stimuli consisted of two superimposed ASCII characters of
different sizes and colors with a large set size that ensured high
levels of perceptual overlap. In contrast to the impairment
exhibited by the perirhinal-plus-entorhinal-lesioned animals in
Eacott et al. (1994), no deficit was observed in the perirhinal-
lesioned animals in Buffalo et al. (2000). While differences in
both the versions of the task used (DNMS in Buffalo et al.,
2000, and DMS in Eacott et al., 1994), as well the lesion extent
(perirhinal lesions in Buffalo et al., 2000, and perirhinal plus ento-
rhinal lesions in Eacott et al., 1994) make a direct comparison
across these studies difficult, the results from Buffalo et al.
(2000) suggest that in certain situations using stimuli with high
feature overlap, monkeys with perirhinal lesions can perform
well with very short delay intervals. However, as pointed out by
Baxter (2009), the perirhinal-lesioned animals in Buffalo et al.
(2000) did not exhibit the expected memory impairment at the
10 min delay interval of the DNMS task, making their spared
performance at short delay intervals more difficult to interpret.
To summarize the findings thus far, I have argued that the
evidence for a role of the monkey perirhinal cortex in perception
remains unconvincing because the experimental approaches
used to address this question did not adequately isolate the
perceptual demands from the declarative/relational learning or
memory demands of the task (Buckley et al., 2001; Bussey
et al., 2002, 2003). In other cases, the data in support of this
conclusion are inconsistent (Buffalo et al., 2000; Eacott et al.,
1994). Another notable report comes not from the monkey liter-
ature, which has focused on visual perceptual functions, but
from a series of studies on perceptual discrimination tasks in
rats (Bartko et al., 2007, 2008). Bartko et al. (2007) report signif-
icant impairments in rats with bilateral perirhinal lesions on
a simultaneous oddity discrimination task using large objects
with high levels of feature overlap. These discriminations likely
involve comparisons across both the visual and somatosensory
modalities. While these findings have been taken as strong
evidence for a role of the perirhinal cortex in perception, a closer
examination of the task features suggests a possible alternative
interpretation. Because the objects used in this paradigm were
large relative to the size of the rat, it is possible that the rat’s
ability to hold information about a given complex object in
mind as it physically moved from one object to the other during
the exploration period of the task required a form of working
memory in order for the rat to effectively compare across the
stimuli. According to this interpretation, impairments in working
memory rather than impairments in visual/somatosensory
perception may underlie the observed deficit. Related to the
role of the MTL in working memory, a recent study of human
amnesic patients (Shrager et al., 2008) used a distraction para-digm to suggest that even with a short delay interval, when the
capacity for working memory has been exceeded, by the nature
or complexity of the to-be-remembered stimuli, the task
becomes dependent on the long-term memory abilities of the
MTL. It will be of interest to explore the possible role of both
working memory and LTM in the simultaneous oddity discrimina-
tion tasks in rodents as well as in parallel studies in monkeys and
humans.
Does MTL Damage in Humans Cause Perceptual
Deficits?
In contrast to the animal studies described above, the distinction
between deficits of memory and perception may be easier to
make in humans who can be given explicit verbal or written
instructions about the task and can be further probed during
the course of the session to determine if instructions are being
followed. Given this advantage, a resolution to the question of the
role of the MTL in perception would seem attainable by careful
testing of human amnesic patients with well-described medial
temporal lobe damage. At the core of the current debate on
the role of the MTL in perception, however, are a series of contra-
dictory outcomes from experiments examining the performance
of different amnesic patient populations on tasks of visual
perception.
Stark and Squire (2000) were the first to follow up on the find-
ings from the monkey literature, testing a group of well-charac-
terized amnesic patients on the same oddity discrimination
task used by Buckley et al. (2001) in monkeys and described
above. However, in contrast to the original report by Buckley
et al. (2001), Stark and Squire (2000) found no impairment on
any of the oddity discrimination tasks, even in patients with large
MTL lesions that included the perirhinal cortex. These findings
suggest that when memory for task instructions and rules can be
well controlled, no impairment is observed in patients with MTL
damage on the same perceptual tasks that were performed
poorly by monkeys with perirhinal damage (Buckley et al.,
2001). Lee et al. (2005b) repeated the study by Stark and Squire
(2000) but attempted to increase the overall perceptual difficulty
of the task by increasing the stimulus set size and adding a trial-
unique version of the oddity task for faces and virtual-reality
rooms. In contrast to Stark and Squire (2000), Lee et al. (2005b)
reported that three patients with large MTL lesions exhibited
significant impairment on face oddity and scene oddity tasks,
while four patients with hippocampal damage were impaired
selectively in the trial-unique version of the scene task. Lee
et al. (2005b) concluded that with more difficult discriminations,
perceptual functions are impaired in amnesic patients including,
surprisingly, patients with damage limited to the hippocampus.
Lee and colleagues (2005c) next tested the same group of four
hippocampal-damaged and three MTL-damaged patients on
a series of difficult visual discriminations using faces, objects,
scenes, pictures, and color as stimuli. In task 1, participants
were required to determine which of two test items was most
similar to a target item held in memory, a task that likely benefited
from an accurate long-term memory for the target stimulus. To
eliminate this possible behavioral strategy, in task 2 each target
item was presented together with the test items during the
discrimination task (Figure 3A). The results were that the patientsNeuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 661
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(A) Data from the simultaneous discrimination task from Lee et al., (2005c; task 2, Figure 4). Data from their hippocampal lesion patients and MTL-damaged
patients as well as two different control populations are shown. The most striking impairments are seen in the MTL group for faces and scenes. Note that while
their graphs are labeled percent error, they have plotted proportion error.
(B) Illustration of the same experiment replicated in Shrager et al. (2006; Figure 2) replotted to show proportion of error so that the scores are more easily compa-
rable across studies. Notably, the performance of control subjects (gray bars) across both studies is essentially identical for all five levels of perceptual difficulty,
suggesting that difference in the performance of control subjects cannot explain the conflicting results seen across these studies. Instead, the most striking differ-
ence illustrated here is the poor performance of the MTL group in Lee et al. (2005c) and the intact performance of the MTL group in Shrager et al. (2006). See text
for further discussion of the possible reasons for this difference. Error bars indicate SEM.662 Neuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.(2006) shows that the performance of the controls are well
matched across these studies, suggesting that differences in
the performance of the control populations cannot explain the
differential findings of the MTL-damaged patients. Similar to
the strategy of Lee and colleagues (2005b), described above,
in an attempt to further increase the perceptual demands of
the tasks, Shrager et al. (2006) added experiment 3, a trial-
unique version of the visual discrimination task used in experi-
ment 2 and experiment 4, a difficult visual-matching task in
which two end-anchor stimuli were gradually morphed one into
the other over 100 increments. Despite the increased difficulty
of these perceptual task as measured by lower scores of the
control subjects, Shrager et al. (2006) found no group effect for
either the hippocampal-lesioned group or the MTL-lesioned
group. Also consistent with the idea of the importance of using
trial-unique stimuli to test perception are recent and as yet
unpublished findings from Squire’s group showing that,
compared to a version of the visual discrimination task using
repeated stimuli, control subjects performed significantly worsewith MTL damage were impaired on both the face and scene
discriminations in both tasks 1 and 2 and were also impaired
on the object version of the task in task 2. Moreover, in task 2
a small but significant impairment on the scene version of the
task was found in the patients with hippocampal damage (see
also Graham et al., 2006). These two reports by Lee et al.
(2005c, 2005b) together with a similar report by Barense et al.
(2007) appeared to provide strong evidence that the MTL,
including the hippocampus proper, may contribute to certain
types of visual perception.
To examine this question further, Shrager et al. (2006) repli-
cated tasks 1 and 2 of Lee et al. (2005c) in a group of four patients
with hippocampal damage, two patients with larger MTL
damage, and matched control subjects using a similar stimulus
set. In contrast to Lee et al. (2005c), Shrager et al. (2006) found
no impairment on any category of stimuli for either group of
amnesic patients (Figure 3B). As illustrated in Figures 3A and
3B, a direct comparison of the data from task 2 of Lee et al.
(2005c) and the comparable experiment 2 of Shrager et al.
Neuron
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scene stimuli used by Graham et al. (2006). Moreover, five
amnesic patients tested by Squire’s group were not impaired
on either the scene or face discriminations of this trial-unique
version of the task (L.R. Squire, personal communication).
What factors underlie the conflicting findings of the Lee et al.
(2005c) study on the one hand and the Shrager et al. (2006) study
on the other? Two possible explanations have been offered. One
possible explanation emphasizes the differences that can exist
in the testing procedures across different laboratories, which
could in principle contribute to differential outcomes (Lee et al.,
2005a). While, for example, clear differences in task design
were present between the studies of Stark and Squire (2000)
and Lee et al. (2005b), this same explanation cannot be applied
to the differential findings of Lee et al. (2005c) on the one hand
and Shrager et al. (2006) on the other because the latter group
reproduced the procedures and stimuli of experiments 1 and 2
of Lee et al. (2005c) as closely as possible. The similar perfor-
mance levels of the control subjects in both studies on compa-
rable tasks also argue against obvious task design differences
across these two studies (Figure 3).
A second possibility is that differences in the extent and/or
location of the brain damage sustained by the different patient
populations could underlie the contradictory findings (Squire
et al., 2006). Indeed, comparison of the extent of the lesions in
the two patient groups suggests a possible neuroanatomical
resolution to the debate, at least for the MTL-lesioned groups.
Quantitative estimates of the lesion extent in patients EP and
GP, studied by Shrager et al. (2006), show that both patients
have damage that involves not only the amygdala, hippocampus
entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex, and part of the posterior par-
ahippocampal gyrus but also extraneous damage involving the
cortex of the anterior temporal polar cortex, anterior insula,
and the fusiform gyrus (Bayley et al., 2005; Stefanacci et al.,
2000). Table 2 of Lee et al. (2005c) indicates that their patients
MTL1, MTL2, and MTL3 also sustained damage to the same
general regions damaged in patients EP and GP. However, in
addition, MTL1 also sustained significant damage to the lateral
temporal cortex, including the cortex of the middle and superior
temporal gyrus of the temporal lobe. Because monkey lesion
studies (Buffalo et al., 2000) and physiology studies (DiCarlo
and Cox, 2007) indicate that lateral temporal lobe area TE is
involved in high-order visual perceptual functions, it is possible
that the significant damage in MTL1 may underlie the perceptual
deficits in this patient and possibly skew the findings of the MTL
group as a whole. This factor might explain the striking difference
between the impaired perceptual performance reported in Lee
et al. (2005c) and the spared perceptual abilities reported in
Shrager et al. (2006).
A related issue concerns the overall accuracy of the estimates
of brain damage provided in Table 2 of Lee et al. (2005c) as well
as in more recent reports (Barense et al., 2007; Taylor et al.,
2007). Specifically, these estimates are based on visual inspec-
tion and a four- or five-point rating score of only a single section
through each of nine temporal lobe regions sampled, leaving
large amounts of tissue in the patient populations unexamined.
While the authors state that the technique has been ‘‘validated’’
against the volumetric analyses of Galton et al. (2001), no detailswere provided about the nature of this validation. Given the lack
of quantitative information about this validation technique, the
concern is that estimations provided by Lee’s approach are
simply not as accurate as the detailed volumetric measures
done by Squire’s group, who quantified the volume of the struc-
tures throughout the entire MTL but also of lateral temporal lobe,
frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, and insular cortex rela-
tive to 19 control brains (Bayley et al., 2005; Stefanacci et al.,
2000). This is not only a concern for MTL 1, but also for MTL 2
and MTL 3 described in Lee et al. (2005c), both of whom were
reported to have minor lateral temporal lobe damage in the single
section examined. It remains to be seen if additional lateral
temporal lobe damage exists in parts of the temporal lobe that
were not included in their analysis. Most recently, Barense
et al. (2007) provided additional data on the extent of damage
in the same patients described by Lee et al. (2005c) by illustrating
the overlapping regions of damage within the temporal lobe for
both the hippocampal group and the MTL group. However,
this additional information does not address the critical issue
of possible additional damage in these patients beyond the
MTL. Baxter (2009) reports that the volumetric analyses of
the extent of the lesions confirm the conclusions drawn from
the visual ratings of the MRI. But if the significant lateral temporal
damage in MTL1 is confirmed by the volumetric analyses, this
just reinforces the conclusion that the perceptual impairments
observed in the MTL patients in Lee et al. (2005c) arose as a result
of the lateral temporal damage and not their MTL damage. A long
history of studies on the effects of MTL damage in monkeys has
emphasized the importance of precise neuroanatomical analysis
of the damaged brain. Only by such methods can one accurately
determine the relationship between structure and function in the
medial temporal lobe (Mishkin, 1978; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a;
Zola-Morgan et al., 1989b, 1989a). To resolve this debate, it will
be essential to describe and illustrate the precise extent of the
lesions in MTL1 MTL2, and MTL3, including both the MTL and
extra-MTL damage, in a way that can be compared directly
with the MRI images and the detailed volumetric analyses
provided by Squire’s group.
Lee et al. (2005b) minimized the importance of the significant
lateral temporal damage in MTL1. They argue that their MTL
group as a whole is unlikely to have significant TE damage
because the patients do not exhibit deficits in color discrimina-
tion, a function impaired in monkeys with TE damage (Buckley
et al., 1997), and because they do not exhibit impairment on
moderately complex visual stimuli like the ones that elicit
single-unit responses in neurophysiological studies of area
TE (Tanaka, 1996). However, the suggestion that good perfor-
mance on object and color discriminations implies the absence
of TE damage ignores a large body of research showing not
only that TE lesions can impair the ability to perform complex
stimulus discriminations with overlapping elements (Buffalo
et al., 2000), but also a substantial physiological literature
showing that TE neurons are highly selective to exactly the kinds
of complex visual stimuli Lee and others (Bussey and Saksida,
2005; Lee et al., 2005a) suggest are processed by the MTL.
These stimuli include human and monkey faces (Allred et al.,
2005; Allred and Jagadeesh, 2007; Hung et al., 2005; Kreiman
et al., 2006), complex 3D objects (Hung et al., 2005; LogothetisNeuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 663
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(Baker et al., 2002).
A simple connectionist model proposed to explain the percep-
tual functions of the MTL posits that the perirhinal cortex repre-
sents the highest level of visual processing and should respond
selectively to the most complex visual stimuli, while TE responds
selectively to less complex visual stimuli (Bussey and Saksida,
2002, 2005). However, the available physiological data simply
do not support this proposal. Instead, the data indicate that
the selectivity of visual responses in area TE is as complex as
has been reported for perirhinal cortex in studies where the
two areas have been compared directly (Allred et al., 2005; Allred
and Jagadeesh, 2007; Messinger et al., 2001; Naya et al., 2003).
This observed pattern of activity is consistent with the MTLMS
hypothesis that states that high-level visual sensory/perceptual
information in area TE is fed forward into the perirhinal cortex
and therefore similar sensory response properties would be
expected across both areas.
Also consistent with the MTLMS hypothesis are findings by
Naya et al. (2003) who showed that neurons in both TE and the
perirhinal cortex exhibited similar stimulus-selective responses
to complex fractal images with multiple overlapping elements.
However, perirhinal neurons had by far the larger proportion of
cells signaling the long-term association between pairs of these
fractal images (pair-coding neurons). Similarly, Liu and Richmond
(2000) reported a striking differentiation between the responses of
area TE neurons and those of the perirhinal cortex during a reward
schedule task inwhich the brightnessof the cuesignaled the prog-
ress of the trial.While neurons in area TE convey information about
the brightness of the cue (i.e., perceptual information), cue-related
responses in the perirhinal cortex were related to the trial schedule
independent of the brightness (i.e., visual-reward associative
information). Thus, consistent with the MTLMS hypothesis, these
findings support the idea that while area TE provides sensory/
perceptual information about the visual feature of objects, the
perirhinal cortex takes this information and associates it together
in memory.
Turning back to the performance differences between the
hippocampal-damaged patients in Lee et al. (2005c) and
Shrager et al. (2006), I noted that Lee et al. (2005c) found their
hippocampal patients to be impaired in visual perception tasks
involving scenes, whereas Shrager et al. (2006) found intact
performance on similar tasks (experiments 1 and 2) as well as
a more difficult scene perception tasks (experiment 3). While
clear differences also exist in the extent of the lesions in the
two patient populations, these differences do not easily explain
the performance differences. For example, the four patients
with hippocampal damage in Shrager et al. (2006) all appear to
have quite selective damage limited to the hippocampal region.
In contrast, two of the four hippocampal patients described in
Table 2 of Lee et al., (2005c) sustained significant additional
damage to the parahippocampal gyrus. However, because the
patients described by Shrager et al. (2006) who had large MTL
lesions including both the hippocampus and parahippocampal
gyrus did not exhibit any perceptual deficits, this additional para-
hippocampal damage does not readily explain the scene
discrimination deficits reported by Lee et al. (2005c). Adding to
these inconsistent findings, Hartley et al. (2007) reported that664 Neuron 61, March 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.two of four of their patients with selective hippocampal lesions
were impaired in a task requiring topographic perception (i.e.,
scene perception), while the remaining two densely amnesic
patient with selective hippocampal damage were unimpaired
at the same task. These authors suggest that differences in
task strategies may have contributed to the inconsistent find-
ings. The data to date suggest that the effects of hippocampal
damage in scene perception are unreliable.
Conclusions
The MTLMS hypothesis states that the major function of the
medial temporal lobe is one of declarative/relational learning
and memory with little or no contribution to perception. This
hypothesis, developed over the last 60 years of research, has
been critical in shaping the way that we think about, test, and
explore the cognitive functions of the medial temporal lobe.
Here I asked if accumulating evidence suggesting that the MTL
may also underlie certain forms of perception might cause us
to rethink the functions of the MTL. I argue that the evidence pre-
sented in support of the perceptual functions of the MTL in
animal model systems is not convincing, primarily because of
the declarative/relational learning or memory strategies available
to animals to solve the tasks. I also point out the many challenges
inherent in clearly separating out memory from perceptual abili-
ties in these experimental animal studies. Regarding the
evidence in humans, I have argued that the accumulating
evidence supporting the role of the MTL in perception remains
ambiguous because of the uncertainty of the precise extent of
the lesions in the amnesic patients that exhibited perceptual
deficits. The findings in rats by Bartko et al. (2007) appear to
suggest a role of the perirhinal cortex in either visual/somatosen-
sory perception or possibly in a form of working memory. It will
be of interest to explore this paradigm further in future studies.
Beyond this study, the vast majority of experimental lesion
studies, neurophysiological studies, and human neuropsychol-
gocial studies continue to support the notion that the MTL is
specialized for declarative/relational memory with little or no
involvement in perception.
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